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since. Well, Wilfrid had got it in the neck ; and lie himself
had got it in the \\ind ; and he would bet that—barring
one here and there whose blood was made of ink—they
would all get it in the neck or wind soon or late. Why,
he would cheerfully bear Fleur's pain and risk, instead
of her ! But if nothing mattered, why should he feel
like that ?
Turning from the window, he leaned against the lacquered
back of the jade-green settee, and stared at the wall space
between the Chinese tea-chests. Jolly thoughtful of the
' old man ' to have that white monkey down ! The brute
was potent—symbolic of the world's mood : beliefs can-
celled, faiths withdrawn ! And, dash it ! not only the
young—but the old—were in that temper ! ' Old Forsyte,5
or he would never have been scared by that monkey's eyes ;
yes, and his own governor, and Elderson, and all the rest.
Young and old—no real belief in anything! And yet—
revolt sprang up in Michael, with a whirr, like a covey of
partridges. It did matter that some person or some prin-
ciple outside oneself should be more precious than oneself—
it dashed well did ! Sentiment, then, wasn't dead—nor
faith, nor belief, which were the same things. They were
only shedding shell, working through chrysalis, into—
butterflies, perhaps. Faith, sentiment, belief, had gone
underground, possibly, but they were there, even in ' Old
Forsyte' and himself. He had a good mind to put the
monkey up again. No use exaggerating his importance !
... By George ! Some flare ! A jagged streak of vivid
light had stripped darkness off the night. Michael crossed,
to close the windows. A shattering peal of thunder blun-
dered overhead; and down came the rain, slashing and
sluicing. He saw a man running, black, like a shadow
across a dark blue screen ; saw him by the light of another
flash, suddenly made lurid and full of small meaning, with

